
LOCATION RADAR

Brings VALUE in sales.
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It is a complex geo-marketing solution, real-time extracting all 
available Google consumer location reviews for all the brands within a 
category, classifying them based on a machine learning algorithm, and 
providing customer insights and location optimization guidelines.

It analyzes customer experience evolution in time with all category 
players, pin-pointing inflection points that need to be addressed and 
enabling forecast. It provides a category analysis of key customer 
experience concerns & drivers, underlying points of difference, and 
pain points vs. key competitors.

Precise plan for fixing pain points and for geo communication to defeat 
competitors.
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WHAT IS?
It is our solution for analysing and predicting potential problems 
and opportunities in the retail category.

WHY WOULD YOU NEED IT?
You can optimize marketing tactics to influence the KPIs 
contributing to marketing or business objectives fulfilment, from 
media budgets, pricing policy, local tactics, and pull promotional 
strategy.

BENEFITS
Macro indicators (GDP, inflation) and all critical retail indicators 

(market share, traffic, basket value)

Media investments, social listening, search trends

Identifies potential problems and opportunities for the retailer 
vs core FMCG product categories.
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